Dear Editor, Concerning our contribution BEvaluation of cerebral aneurysm wall thickness in experimental aneurysms: comparison of 3T-MR imaging with direct microscopic measurements^[1], we would like to add the following clarifications. We reanalyzed our initial data after challenging questions of a MR-microscopy specialist and would like to clear the following points: concerning our MR measurements, for both coils, the FOV was 120 mm × 120 mm and the slab thickness was 21 mm, recording 14 slices with 256 × 256 pixels. This leads to a spatial resolution of 0.47 × 0.47 × 1.5 mm 3 . Contrary to our statement of not using interpolated images, we retrospectively found out that the software we used for the measurements automatically interpolated the images when zooming in. Therefore, our measurements of 0.05 mm resolution are based on image interpolations and not direct MR resolution. This is a source of bias, thus a methodological shortcoming and a limitation to our findings.
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We did not intend to claim for a method to boost resolution of 3T MRI. We hereby underline once again explicitly the necessity of research in the field of resolution improvement. To exclude any source of measurement bias from the MRphysical point of view, it is necessary to reach a two times higher resolution than the targeted structure, i.e., when aiming to image 0.4 mm as proposed cutoff for AWT with high rupture risk, we would need 0.2 mm resolution for clinical measurements without any bias. Finally, we would like to underline once again our conclusion that further quantitative and comparative experimental and human studies providing this high resolution are warranted.
